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Abstract
We consider two graph invariants that are used as a measure of nonplanarity: the splitting
number of a graph and the size of a maximum planar subgraph. The splitting number of a graph
G is the smallest integer k>0, such that a planar graph can be obtained from G by k splitting
operations. Such operation replaces a vertex v by two nonadjacent vertices v1 and v2, and attaches
the neighbors of v either to v1 or to v2. We prove that the SPLITTING NUMBER decision problem is
NP-complete when restricted to cubic graphs. We obtain as a consequence that PLANAR SUBGRAPH
remains NP-complete when restricted to cubic graphs. Note that NP-completeness for cubic
graphs implies NP-completeness for graphs not containing a subdivision of K5 as a subgraph.
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1. Introduction
Applications in computer science are frequently modeled with nonplanar graphs.
Graph visualization and VLSI projects many times require strategies of layout tech-
niques. Layout algorithms are limited to special classes of graphs. For instance, there
is a wealth of layout algorithms for planar graphs; however, these algorithms are use-
less for nonplanar graphs. One approach to handling nonplanarity in layout algorithms
is to consider another topological invariant of the graph, the splitting number. The
( An extended abstract of this paper was presented at WG’98, the 24th International Workshop on
Graph-Theoretic Concepts in Computer Science, and appeared in Lecture Notes in Computer Science 1517
(1998) 285{297.
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splitting number is a graph invariant that is used as a measure of nonplanarity in many
applications such as graph drawing.
The splitting number (G) of a graph G is the smallest integer k>0 such that a
planar graph can be obtained from G by k vertex splitting operations. A vertex splitting
operation, or simply splitting, of a vertex v 2 V (G) partitions the set of neighbors of v
into two nonempty sets P1 and P2 and adds to G n v two new and nonadjacent vertices
v1 and v2, such that P1 is the set of neighbors of v1 and P2 is the set of neighbors of
v2. If a graph H is obtained from G by a set of k splittings, we say that H is the
resulting graph of this set of k splittings in G. Note that the resulting graph H can
be obtained either by splitting only vertices of G, or by splitting vertices of G and
vertices created by former splittings.
Two aspects of the study of splitting numbers have been considered recently by Eades
and Mendonca [2,3,11]: they established the NP-completeness of a related problem {
ELIGIBLE SPLIT SET { and they successfully used splitting numbers in layout algorithm
design. The splitting number has been computed for the class of complete graphs [5]
and for the class of complete bipartite graphs [7]. For a recent survey on splitting
numbers, see [9].
The knowledge of the value of nonplanarity invariants for the smallest nonplanar
member in a class of graphs can help to nd the values or bounds for this invariant
for every member in the class. For instance, we have recently established [4] that the
splitting number of the 4-cube is 4. We also showed that this result implies that the
splitting number of the n-cube is in fact 
(2n).
Liu and Geldmacher [10], and independently Yannakakis [12], proved that the
PLANAR SUBGRAPH decision problem { given a graph G = (V (G); E(G)) and an inte-
ger 06p6jE(G)j, is there a subset E0E(G) with jE0j>p such that G0=(V (G); E0)
is planar? { is NP-complete. Note that, for a xed value of k, the k-PLANAR SUBGRAPH
decision problem { given a graph G=(V (G); E(G)), is there a subset E0E(G) with
jE0j>k such that G0 = (V (G); E0) is planar? { is easily seen to be polynomial. For
the number of congurations to test in an exhaustive search, i.e., the number of all
possible sets of edges with at most k elements, is polynomial in the size of the graph,
for k a xed number. On the other hand, the number of all possible splittings for a
vertex in a graph G being of order 
(2jV (G)j) may indicate that SPLITTING NUMBER, even
for a xed value of k, is not a polynomial problem.
In this paper we prove that SPLITTING NUMBER is NP-complete. As a consequence of
the particular construction used in this NP-completeness proof for the general case,
we obtain that SPLITTING NUMBER remains NP-complete when restricted to graphs with
maximum degree 3. This fact in turn implies that SPLITTING NUMBER remains NP-complete
to graphs with no subdivision of K5 as a subgraph. We also prove that SPLITTING NUMBER
remains NP-complete when restricted to cubic graphs. This result is used in turn to
prove that PLANAR SUBGRAPH remains NP-complete when restricted to cubic graphs. We
obtain as a consequence that PLANAR SUBGRAPH remains NP-complete when restricted to
graphs with no subdivision of K5 as a subgraph. These variants of PLANAR SUBGRAPH
had been open since 1979 [10,12].
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Fig. 1. K3;3 and K3;3nfeg linked to the vertices v and w.
2. Preliminaries
A graph G is an ordered triple G=(V (G); E(G);  (G)) consisting of a nonempty set
V (G) of vertices, a set of edges E(G) disjoint from V (G) and an incidence function
 (G) that associates with each edge of E(G) an unordered pair of distinct vertices of
V (G). A graph with multiple edges is a graph that admits two edges associated with
the same pair of vertices. We shall omit the incidence function of a graph by writing
only G= (V (G); E(G)). We say that a graph G0 = (V (G0); E(G0)) is a subgraph of G
if V (G0)V (G) and E(G0)E(G).
A graph is planar when it admits a plane drawing, that is, a drawing in the plane
such that no edges cross. There are ecient, linear-time algorithms for testing whether
a graph G has (G) = 0, that is, for testing whether a graph is planar [6]. We use
strongly the characterization of Kuratowski [8]: A graph is planar if and only if it does
not contain a subdivision of K5 or of K3;3 as a subgraph. We use in particular the
nonplanarity of the subdivisions of K3;3.
For a better understanding of our proof it is important that the reader familiarizes
himself with the special drawing of K3;3 dened in Fig. 1a. We say that a graph
G is a K3;3 n feg linked to the vertices v and w if G is dened by the drawing in
Fig. 1b. This graph is an important tool in our proof, and the main property used is
that a graph is not planar, if it contains as subgraph a K3;3 n feg linked to vertices v
and w and a path P joining v to w, where P is disjoint from this K3;3 n feg, because
this K3;3 n feg together with P forms a subdivision of K3;3.
A simple drawing D(G) is a drawing of the graph G on the plane such that no
edge crosses itself, adjacent edges do not cross each other, crossing edges do so only
once, edges do not cross vertices, and no more than two crossing edges cross at a
common point. In what follows all drawings are assumed to be simple. Let D(G) be
a simple drawing of G and v be a vertex in V (G), with degree d(v). Because D(G)
is simple and in a simple drawing edges incident to the same vertex cannot share
crossings, D(G) denes for each vertex v an ordered adjacency list in the clockwise
direction ~Adj(v) = (v1; v2; : : : ; vd(v)), where fv1; v2; : : : ; vd(v)g is the neighborhood of v.
Thus, each such ordered adjacency list ~Adj(v) is a circular permutation of the set of
edges incident to v. An example of the set of ordered adjacency lists with respect to
a drawing D(G) is shown in Fig. 2. Note that we may have multiple edges.
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Fig. 2. The ordered adjacency lists of G with respect to D(G).
3. The NP-completeness of SPLITTING NUMBER
In this section we prove that SPLITTING NUMBER is NP-complete, by reducing the
NP-complete problem 3-SATISFIABILITY [1] to SPLITTING NUMBER. These problems are
dened as follows:
3-SATISFIABILITY (3SAT)
Instance: Set U of variables, collection C of clauses over U such that each clause
c 2 C has jcj= 3 literals.
Question: Is there a truth assignment for U such that each clause in C has at least
one true literal?
SPLITTING NUMBER (SN)
Instance: Graph G = (V (G); E(G)) and an integer k>0.
Question: Is (G)6k?
The strategy to reduce 3SAT to SN is to construct an integer k>0 and a graph G from
a generic instance (U;C) of 3SAT, such that C is satisable if and only if (G)6k. The
graph G is composed of two types of subgraphs: truth-setting subgraphs corresponding
to the variables of U and satisfaction-testing subgraphs corresponding to the clauses
of C. The denition of the satisfaction-testing subgraphs requires some topological
properties of a certain class A of graphs that we are about to dene and study.
A graph G is a member of the class A if G has two subgraphs PG and QG, such that
V (PG) [ V (QG) = V (G), V (PG) \ V (QG) = ff1; f2; : : : ; f6; g1; g2; : : : ; g6g, and E(PG) [
E(QG) = E(G), with PG and QG satisfying:
 The subgraph PG is dened by the drawing in Fig. 3. In this gure the vertex
subset  = fa1; a2; : : : ; a6; d1; d2; : : : ; d6g is depicted in black. There are exactly
q>2 edges linking two adjacent vertices of PG n , and a single edge linking a
white vertex of PG n to a vertex of . Note that we draw between two adjacent
vertices in PG n only two edges: one drawn with a continuous line, and the one
drawn with a dashed line, the other (q − 2) edges are omitted, but considered
drawn in the region without vertices bounded by those two edges.
 The subgraph QG is a connected planar graph not drawn in Fig. 3, such that QG
admits a plane drawing within the exterior region dened by the drawing of PG
depicted in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. A drawing for the subgraph PG of G in class A.
The following four lemmas consider how a planar graph can be obtained from G 2A
by a set Z of splittings only in vertices of .
Lemma 1. Let G be a graph in A. If H is a planar graph obtained from G by a
set Z of splittings in vertices of ; then jZ j>6.
Proof. Note that, according to the denition of the subgraph PG of G in class A,
there are many K3;3 n feg’s linked to xi and ci, i 2 f1; 2; 3g. It is enough to prove that
for each i 2 f1; 2; 3g the set of K3;3 n feg’s linked to xi and ci of PG requires two
additional splittings in Z . For, consider the K3;3nfeg’s linked to x1 and c1 in Fig. 3. As
QG is a connected subgraph of G and V (PG) \ V (QG) = ff1; f2; : : : ; f6; g1; g2; : : : ; g6g,
then any set of splittings in  that removes the paths in G linking x1 to c1, disjoint in
vertices of these K3;3 nfeg’s must split a1 and a2, or d1 and d2, that is, two additional
splittings are required in Z . An analogous argument shows that this is the case for the
K3;3 nfeg’s linked to x2 and c2 and for the K3;3 nfeg’s linked to x3 and c3, as required.
Lemma 2. Let G be a graph in A. Let i 2 f1; 2; 3g be a xed index and let Mi =
fa1; a2; a3; a4; a5; a6; d2i−1; d2ig. If H is obtained from G by a set Z of splittings; with
jZ j= 8; such that there is one splitting of Z in each vertex in the set Mi; then H is
nonplanar.
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Fig. 4. Subdivision of K3;3 as subgraph of H for Lemma 2.
Fig. 5. A set Z 0 of splittings with jZ 0j = 5 for Lemma 3.
Proof. The proof of Lemma 2 is done by inspection in the three drawings of Fig.
4, where for each i 2 f1; 2; 3g it is shown a subdivision of K3;3 (dashed edges and
labeled vertices) as a subgraph for each corresponding possibility of H .
Lemma 3. Let G be a graph in A. Let Z be a nonempty set of splittings in the set
fa1; a2; : : : ; a6g; such that at most one splitting is done in each set fa1; a2g; fa3; a4g
and fa5; a6g yielding a resulting graph G0 from G. If H is a planar graph obtained
in turn from G0 by a set Z 0 of splittings in vertices of ; then jZ 0j>5 and there is
such a set Z 0 satisfying jZ 0j = 5. In addition; a drawing D(H) can be constructed
such that; the nonsplit vertices of G in H have the same ordered adjacency lists with
respect to D(H) and with respect to the drawing in Fig. 3.
Proof. We can assume that if n 2 f0; 1; 2g and one splitting of Z occurs in a vertex of
the set fa2n+1; a2n+2g, then it occurs in the vertex a2n+1. The proof works analogously
for the case the splitting occurs in a2n+2.
We prove that jZ 0j>5 by showing that if jZ 0j64, then H is nonplanar. In order to
prove that there is a set Z 0 of size 5, we consider three cases according to jZ j = 1,
2 or 3. We use Fig. 5 to dene Z 0. In Fig. 5 we depict three possibilities each with
six splittings, one splitting for Z and ve splittings for Z 0. Note that in cases jZ j= 2
and 3, respectively, we have jZ j+ jZ 0j=7 and 8. Thus, in these cases we assume that,
respectively, one and two splittings of Z are omitted in Fig. 5.
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Case jZ j=1: This case follows directly from Lemma 1 because we have one splitting
in Z and Lemma 1 says ve additional splittings in Z 0 are required. For the convenience
of the reader, we exhibit in Fig. 5 three possibilities for Z 0, with jZ 0j=5 according to
whether the splitting of Z occurs in a1; a3, or a5. Fig. 5 is also used for the denitions
of Z 0 in Cases jZ j= 2 and 3.
Case jZ j=2: By Lemma 1, we have jZ 0j>4. Assume for now that the two splittings
of Z occur in the vertices a1 and a3. The set of subgraphs K3;3 n feg’s linked to x3
and c3 requires two splittings in Z 0 either in a5 and a6 or in d5 and d6. Suppose for a
moment jZ 0j=4. Because the subgraphs K3;3nfeg’s linked to x1 and c1 and K3;3nfeg’s
linked to x2 and c2 together require two additional splittings in Z 0, we must have a2
and a4 split in Z 0. Note that the six vertices split so far in Z [ Z 0 dene a subset of
M3 of Lemma 2, a contradiction. So jZ 0j>5. We exhibit in Fig. 5 three possibilities
for Z 0, with jZ 0j = 5 according to whether one of the splittings of Z occurs in a1; a3
or a5. An analogous argument applies if the two splittings of Z occur in a set of two
vertices other than fa1; a3g.
Case jZ j = 3: Suppose for a moment that jZ 0j = 4. An argument analogous to the
one used in Case jZ j = 2 shows that the seven vertices split so far in Z [ Z 0 dene
a subset of Mi, for some i 2 f1; 2; 3g, a contradiction to Lemma 2. Each one of the
three drawings in Fig. 5 exhibits a suitable set of ve splittings dening Z 0.
By simple inspection, it can be seen that the nonsplit vertices of G in H keep the
same ordered adjacency lists with respect to D(H) dened by the drawing of H in
Fig. 5 and with respect to the drawing of G in Fig. 3.
Lemma 4. Let G be a graph in A. Let Z be a nonempty set of splittings in the set
fa1; a2; : : : ; a6g and l be the number of pairs fa1; a2g; fa3; a4g; fa5; a6g; involving two
splittings yielding a resulting graph G0 from G. If H is a planar graph obtained in
turn from G0 by a set Z 0 of splittings in vertices of ; then jZ 0j>5− l.
Proof. The case l=0 was proved in Lemma 3. We consider the remaining three cases
according to l= 1; 2 or 3.
Case l=1: In this case, assume for now that two splittings of Z are done in a1 and
a2. We suppose, by contradiction, that jZ 0j63. Inspection of Fig. 3 shows that even
if Z splits not only a1 and a2, but also exactly one of the vertices a3 and a4, as well
as exactly one of the vertices a5 and a6, three additional splittings of vertices in  are
not enough to yield a planar graph H . Therefore we have jZ 0j>4= 5− l, as required.
The proof works analogously when two splittings of Z are done, respectively, in a3
and a4, or a5 and a6.
Case l=2: In this case, with no loss of generality, we assume that four splittings of
Z are done in a1; a2; a3 and a4. We suppose, by contradiction, that jZ 0j62. Inspection
of Fig. 3 shows that with Z = fa1; a2; a3; a4g, two additional splittings of vertices in
 are not enough to yield a planar graph H . Therefore we have jZ 0j>3 = 5 − l, as
required.
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Fig. 6. The truth-setting subgraph Ti .
Case l=3: Inspection of Fig. 3 shows that with Z=fa1; a2; a3; a4; a5; a6g, one splitting
in a vertex from fd1; d2; d3; d4; d5; d6g is not enough to yield a planar graph H . So we
need at least 2 = 5− l splittings in Z 0. (Observe that Z 0 = fd2; d5g will do.)
Theorem 1. SN is NP-Complete.
Proof. It is easy to see that SN is in NP, because once a non-deterministic algorithm
guesses a set of splittings, we need only to check in linear time [6] whether the
resulting graph is planar. We reduce 3SAT to SN as follows. Let U =fu1; u2; : : : ; ung and
C = fc1; c2; : : : ; cmg be an instance of 3SAT. We construct in polynomial time a graph
G and an integer k>0, such that (G)6k if and only if C is satisable. In order to
dene G we construct rst an auxiliary graph G.
Construction of G. The simple graph G is made up of two types of subgraphs:
truth-setting subgraphs and satisfaction-testing subgraphs, and of a set of edges used
to connect these subgraphs. We shall dene G by ordered adjacency lists. We need
to give drawings corresponding to each one of the two types of subgraphs in or-
der to dene their corresponding ordered adjacency lists. First, we use the draw-
ings in Figs. 6c and 7, respectively, to dene each one of the subgraphs. Second, in
Figs. 6c and 7, we partition the vertices of the subgraphs of G into white, black and
striped vertices, such that every black vertex has degree 2 and every white vertex has
degree 3. We use striped vertices to link truth-setting subgraphs and satisfaction-testing
subgraphs. Striped vertices may have degree 2 or 3. Observe that in Figs. 6c and 7,
for each continuous edge linking two vertices of degree 3 there is also a dashed edge.
This dashed edge is not used in the construction of G, it should be ignored in the
construction of G, because it will be used later only in the construction of G. The
vertices ei[1]; ei[2] in Fig. 6c and the vertices fj[1]; fj[6]; bj[1]; bj[2]; bj[3] in Fig. 7,
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Fig. 7. The satisfaction-testing subgraph Sj .
have an incident edge with a missing endpoint. These edges will be used later and
indicate striped vertices that necessarily have degree 3 in G. Third, the edges of G
in each one of the subgraphs are dened by continuous lines. Now we describe the
two types of subgraphs used to construct G.
Truth-setting subgraph: For each variable ui 2 U , there is a truth-setting subgraph
Ti dened by the drawing in Fig. 6c. The subgraph Ti is obtained from a K3;3 (Fig. 6a)
by replacing two edges and subdividing a third one as shown in Fig. 6b. Note that we
have two additional vertices ei[1] and ei[2] (Figs. 6b and c). The two replaced edges
give place to two graphs called Rui and R u i . Let p be the positive integer that satis-
es 2p > 5m> 2p−1. Graphs Rui and R u i each consists of two complete binary trees,
respectively, with roots rui [1]; rui [2], and r u i [1]; r u i [2], linked by their leaves through
vertices ui[1]; ui[2]; : : : ; ui[2p]; u i[1]; u i[2]; : : : ; u i[2p] as shown in Fig. 6c. Note that the
greatest level in each one of these trees has O(m) vertices.
Satisfaction-testing subgraph: For each clause cj 2 C, there is a satisfaction-testing
subgraph Sj dened by Fig. 7.
There is a set of edges E0=E01[E02 connecting the subgraphs with each other, where
E01 =
n−1[
i=1
f(ei[2]; ei+1[1])g [ f(en[2]; f1[1])g;
E02 =
m−1[
j=1
f(fj[6]; fj+1[1])g [ f(fm[6]; e1[1])g:
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The only part in the construction of G that depends on which literals occur in
which clauses is the following collection of edges produced sequentially when j grows
from 1 until m. Let xa; xb and xd, be the three literals in clause cj. Note that a
literal xa corresponds to a variable ua, with a 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng. We associate literal
xa with a vertex in the set fua[l]: 16l62pg of G, if xa is a positive literal, or
with a vertex in the set f ua[l]: 16l62pg, if xa is a negative literal, as follows.
We have the following sets of edges emanating from the subgraphs Ta, Tb; Td, and
Sj: E00j =f(bj[1]; xa[la]); (bj[2]; xb[lb]); (bj[3]; xd[ld])g, where, for s 2 fa; b; dg; ls is the
minimum number in the set f1; 2; 3; : : : ; 2pg such that there is no vertex bj0 [h]; h 2
f1; 2; 3g linked to xs[ls] with j06j.
The construction of G is completed by setting G = (V (G); E(G)), where
V (G) =
 
n[
i=1
V (Ti)
!
[
0
@ m[
j=1
V (Sj)
1
A ;
E(G) =
 
n[
i=1
E(Ti)
!
[
0
@ m[
j=1
E(Sj)
1
A [ E0 [
0
@ m[
j=1
E00j
1
A :
Complexity of the construction of G. The size of Ti is in (m) and therefore the size
of G is in (mn). The construction of the ordered adjacency lists for each subgraph
Sj depends only on its drawing given in Fig. 7 and it is not dependent on the size of
the instance of 3SAT. On the other hand, we can construct the ordered adjacency lists
for each Ti in time O(m). Because of the tests for connecting the subgraphs Sj’s and
Ti’s, we have total time of order O(m(m + n)). Hence, it is possible to construct G
in polynomial time in the size of the instance of 3SAT.
In order to conclude our reduction from 3SAT to SN, we need to construct a graph
G and an integer k, such that C is satisable if and only if (G)6k. We show how
to modify G in order to obtain a graph G, quite close to G, where the fact that a
planar graph is obtained from G with at most k =2pn+5m splittings forces in G that
these splittings occur close to the black vertices of G which in turn denes a truth
assignment that satises C. Our strategy to dene G is to modify the subgraph of G
induced by vertices of degree 3 by replacing these vertices and corresponding edges
by supervertices as we dene next.
Construction of G. Let B be the subgraph of G induced by the vertices of degree 3.
We shall exhibit a partition V1(B); V2(B) for V (B), showing that B is a bipartite
graph and we shall use this partition to dene G from G. To prove that B is in fact a
bipartite graph it is enough to prove that each connected component of B is a bipartite
graph.
Observe rst that there are exactly 3m+1 connected components in B; 3m of them
are each isomorphic to K3;3 n feg linked to two vertices, and the other one contains all
edges of E0.
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Fig. 8. Non-splitting subgraphs N(v), with ~Adj(v) = (w; t; s): (a) N(v) clockwise; (b) N(v) counterclock-
wise.
We dene the partition of B into V1(B); V2(B) in three steps:
 For each h 2 f1; 2; 3g and j 2 f1; 2; : : : ; mg take a breadth rst search (BFS) from
bj[h] in the connected component of B containing bj[h].
 For each i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng, take a BFS from ei[1] in the connected component
containing ei[1] of the subgraph of G induced by the set V (Ti)\V (B). And, for
each j 2 f1; 2; : : : ; mg take a BFS from fj[1] in the connected component of the
subgraph of G containing fj[1] induced by the set V (Sj) \ V (B).
 For each one of the n+4m produced BFS-trees, add to V1(B) the vertices in the
even levels and add to V2(B) the vertices in the odd levels.
The 3m components of B isomorphic each to K3;3 n feg linked to two vertices are
trivially bipartite graphs. To show that there is no conict in the denition of the
bipartition of B, it remains to analyze the connected component of B containing the
edges in E0: Note that ei[2] 2 V2(B) and ei+1[1] 2 V1(B), for i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; (n − 1)g;
en[2] 2 V2(B) and f1[1] 2 V1(B). And note that fj[6] 2 V2(B) and fj+1[1] 2 V1(B)
for j 2 f1; 2; : : : ; (m− 1)g; fm[6] 2 V2(B) and e1[1] 2 V1(B).
Now we are ready to dene the supervertices of G corresponding to the degree 3
vertices in G. For each such vertex v of G with ordered adjacency list ~Adj(v) =
(w; t; s), we add to G one clockwise supervertex N(v) (Fig. 8a), if v is a vertex in
partition V1(B) and one counterclockwise supervertex N(v) (Fig. 8b), if v is a vertex
in partition V2(B). The 3(k +1) labeled vertices in each supervertex will be used later
as endpoints of edges linking adjacent supervertices.
Finally, we end the construction of the simple graph G as follows. For each edge
(v; w) 2 E(B), let Evw = f(vw;s; wv;s): s 2 f1; 2; 3; : : : ; k + 1gg. For each edge (v; w) 2
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Fig. 9. SN instance obtained from 3SAT in which U=fu1; u2; : : : ; u8g and C=f( u2_ u6_u8); ( u2_u6_u1)g.
G has 154.877.910 vertices, 232.139.388 edges, p = 4, and k = 2pn + 5m = 138.
E(G) where v has degree 2 in G, let Evw = f(v; wv;1)g, if w has degree 3; and
Evw = f(v; w)g, if w has degree 2.
The construction of the instance (G; k) of SN is completed by setting
k = 2pn+ 5m
and by setting
V (G) =
0
@ [
v2V (B)
V (N(v))
1
A [ (V (G) n V (B))
and
E(G) =
0
@ [
v2V (B)
E(N(v))
1
A [
0
@ [
(u;v)2E(G)
Euv
1
A :
Note that the simple graph G has a large number of vertices and edges. Fig. 9 shows
an example of the construction of an instance (G; k) of SN.
Complexity of the construction of G. As G can be constructed in time polynomial
in the size of the instance of 3SAT, and since the size of a supervertex is in O(m2n2); G
can be constructed in time polynomial in the size of the instance of 3SAT.
It remains to prove that C is satisable if and only if (G)6k.
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Claim 1. There is a drawing D(G) for G such that:
 For every v 2 V (B); every edge of the corresponding N(v) is in no crossing;
 For every (u; v) 2 E(B); there are no crossings between two edges linking vertices
of N(u) to vertices of N(v).
Proof. Consider the superverticesN(v)’s corresponding to the vertices of degree three
in Figs. 6c and 7. The edges of type (vw;1; wv;1) should be considered drawn with a
continuous line, the edges of type (vw;k+1; wv;k+1) should be considered drawn with
a dashed line and the edges (vw;s; wv;s), with 1<s<k + 1, are considered drawn in
the region without vertices bounded by the edges (vw;1; wv;1) and (vw;k+1; wv;k+1). The
subgraphs of G corresponding to the subgraphs of G dened by Figs. 6c and 7 are
assembled to construct D(G) as in Fig. 9.
Consider the drawing for a subgraph N(v) of G depicted in Fig. 8. We dene the
1-meridian of N(v) to be the cycle contained in the exterior face of this drawing
of N(v). Recursively, for i = 1; 2; : : : ; k we remove the vertices of the exterior face
obtaining a new drawing, and we dene the (i + 1)-meridian to be the current cycle
contained in the exterior face of this drawing. Observe that by construction, if i< j,
with i; j 2 f1; 2; : : : ; k+1g, then the i- and the j-meridian are disjoint in vertices. Note
that there are 3(k + 1)2 vertices of N(v) belonging to no meridian.
Claim 2. If G0 is obtained from G by a set Z of splittings; where jZ j6k; then there
is a subgraph Bc of G0 contractible to B; such that Bc contains a meridian of N(v)
as subgraph; for all v 2 B.
Proof. Consider an edge (u; v) of B and the drawing of the subgraph of G induced
by the vertices V (N(u))[V (N(v)) depicted in Fig. 10. Because G0 is obtained from
G by a set of k splittings, there are q; s 2 f1; 2; : : : ; k; k + 1g, such that the vertices of
the q-meridian of N(u) and of the s-meridian of N(v) do not belong to Z . Consider
uv;j, with j 2 f1; 2; : : : ; k + 1g, a vertex in the exterior face of N(u) adjacent to the
vertex vu;j of N(v). It is easy to see that there is a path with 3(k + 1)− 1 = 3k + 2
vertices linking uv;j to a vertex in the innermost region of N(u). Given P and Q two
paths with 3k +2 vertices, linking, respectively, the vertices uv;j0 and uv;j, with j0 6= j;
to a vertex in the innermost face of N(u), then the fact that jV (P)j= jV (Q)j=3k+2
implies that V (P)\V (Q)=;. Thus, there are k+1 pairwise vertex disjoint paths with
6k + 4 vertices each, linking a vertex in the innermost region of N(u) to a vertex
in the innermost region of N(v) (Fig. 10). Observe also that, if (u; v) and (u; w) are
edges of B, and if P and Q are two paths with 6k + 4 vertices consisting of vertices
of G, respectively linking a vertex in the innermost region of N(u) to a vertex in the
innermost region of N(v), and linking a vertex in the innermost region of N(u) to
a vertex in the innermost region of N(w), then P and Q are also disjoint in vertices.
As G0 is obtained from G by a set of k splittings, for each edge (u; v) 2 E(B), there
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Fig. 10. A path with 6k + 4 vertices linking a vertex in the innermost region of N(u) to a vertex in the
innermost region of N(v) for Claim 1.
is a path with 6k + 4 vertices linking a vertex in the innermost region of N(u) to a
vertex in the innermost region of N(v) that contains no vertex in Z .
Thus, we construct the required subgraph of G0 by adding, for each vertex u of B,
a nonsplit meridian of N(u) in G0 and for each pair u; v of adjacent vertices in B a
nonsplit path with 6k + 4 vertices linking in G0 a vertex in the innermost region of
N(u) to a vertex in the innermost region of N(v).
From now on we refer to the subgraphs of G corresponding to the subgraphs
Ti; Sj; R u i and Rui of G
 by saying, respectively, Ti; Sj; R u i and Rui .
 If (G)6k, then C is satisable.
Suppose there is a planar graph H obtained from G by a set Z , with jZ j6k
splittings. By Claim 2, H has a subgraph contractible to B. In order to make each
Ti planar Z must admit a subset with 2p splittings in the black or striped vertices
of Ti, or in the supervertices N(v) with vertices adjacent to some black vertex
of Ti. Note that there can be no Ti in which Z has simultaneously 2p splittings in
Rui and 2
p splittings in R u i because: there are n disjoint subgraphs Ti’s in G; each
one of the Ti’s requires at least 2p splittings in Z ; and H is obtained from G by
the set Z of splittings with jZ j62pn + 5m, where 5m< 2p. Let i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng
be an index. Let Li be the subgraph in the pair Rui ; R u i of subgraphs of Ti, that
contains at least 2p splittings of Z . We denote by Zi the subset of Z consisting
of all splittings of Z in Li. A truth assignment for U can be obtained by setting
the variable ui = T , if Li = Rui . On the other hand we set the variable ui = F , if
Li = R u i . Note that this truth assignment can be obtained in polynomial time in
the size of G, that is, in the size of the instance of 3SAT.
Claim 3. The following truth assignment satises C: set ui=T; if Li=Rui ; set u i=T;
if Li = R u i .
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Proof. We have to prove that for each clause cj there is at least one of its literals
with value T . Consider the clause cj = (xa _ xb _ xd). These three literals correspond
to three subgraphs N(bj[1]);N(bj[2]) and N(bj[3]) of Sj each one of them having,
respectively, vertices adjacent to vertices of N(xa[la]), N(xb[lb]) and N(xd[ld]),
with la; lb; ld 2 f1; 2; 3; : : : ; 2pg, which are in turn subgraphs of the corresponding
truth-setting subgraphs Ta; Tb, and Td. In order to prove that at least one literal xs
has value true in (xa_xb_xd), it is enough to prove that there is s2fa; b; dg, such
that N(xs[ls]) is subgraph of Ls. Consider the graph G0 obtained from G by the setSn
i=1 Zi of splittings. Let us call R
0
xs the resulting graph from Rxs by the set of splittingsSn
i=1 Zi. Let vs; s 2 fa; b; dg be a vertex in a nonsplit meridian of N(xs[ls]). We have
that precisely one of the three following properties holds. Recall that each truth-setting
subgraphs Ti has four special vertices labelled r u i [1], r u i [2], rui [1], and rui [2] (see
Figure 6).
Property 1. For every s 2 fa; b; dg; there is a path in G0 by vertices in R0xs linking
vs to vertices in the nonsplit meridian in Z of N(rxs [1]) and there is a path in G
0
by vertices in R0xs linking vs to vertices in the nonsplit meridian in Z of N(rxs [2]). In
this case; by Lemma 1; cj requires at least six additional splittings in Zn
Sn
i=1 Zi.
Property 2. For every s 2 fa; b; dg; there is a path in G0 by vertices in R0xs linking vs
to vertices in the nonsplit meridian in Z of N(rxs [1]) or to vertices in the nonsplit
meridian in Z of N(rxs [2]) and for some s 2 fa; b; dg; there is a path in G0 by
vertices in R0xs linking vs to vertices either in the nonsplit meridian in Z of N(rxs [1]);
or to vertices in the nonsplit meridian in Z of N(rxs [2]). In this case; by Lemma 3;
cj requires at least ve additional splittings in Zn
Sn
i=1 Zi.
Property 3. For some s 2 fa; b; dg; there is not a path in G0 by vertices in R0xs linking
vs to vertices in the nonsplit meridian in Z ofN(rxs [1]) and there is not a path in G
0
by vertices in R0xs linking vs to vertices in the nonsplit meridian in Z of N(rxs [2]). In
this case; by Lemma 4; cj requires at least 5 − l additional splittings in Zn
Sn
i=1 Zi;
where l is the number of elements in the set fa; b; dg satisfying Property 3. But this
means that at least 2pn+ l splittings were done in
Sn
i=1 Zi. Hence; cj requires 5− l
additional splittings in Z nSni=1 Zi; which indicates that there are l additional splittings
in
Sn
i=1 Zi.
Now, let ti be the number of cj’s satisfying Property i. Hence, Properties 1{3 imply
that t1 + t2 + t3 = m and k>2pn + 6t1 + 5(t2 + t3). As k62pn + 5m, we have that
t1 = 0. Thus there is at least one s 2 fa; b; dg, such that N(xs[ls]) is subgraph of Ls,
as required.
Figs. 11a{c show examples of three clauses satisfying, respectively, Properties
1{3.
 If C is satisable, then (G)6k.
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Fig. 11. Three clauses satisfying, respectively, Properties 1{3.
We shall dene a set of size k of splittings that obtains a planar graph from G.
Consider a truth assignment for U that satises C. If the literal ui has value T , then
split in G, the 2p leaves of one of the two trees of Rui . If the literal ui has value F ,
then split in G, the 2p leaves of one of the two trees of R ui . Let G
0 be the resulting
graph obtained from G by this set of 2pn splittings. Now consider D(G), the drawing
for G dened in Claim 1. Consider D(G0) a drawing for G0 obtained from D(G), such
that all corresponding drawings for truth-setting subgraphs are plane. Thus in D(G0)
the remaining crossings occur in edges linking vertices of some N(v) in Sj to vertices
not in this same N(v). As there is at least one literal with the value T for each
clause in C, by applying Lemma 3 we dene in polynomial time, for each graph Sj, a
corresponding set of ve splittings, such that we have no crossings in the edges of the
resulting graph from Sj. Let G00 be the resulting graph obtained from G0 by this set
of 5m splittings. A plane drawing D(G00) for G00 is obtained from D(G0), where each
one of the three K3;3nfeg’s of each Sj, is located either inside a region of the plane
drawing corresponding to Sj, or inside a region of the plane drawing corresponding to
some Ti. Therefore, we obtain a planar graph from G with exactly 2pn+5m splittings.
For the convenience of the reader, in Figs. 12a{c, we give an example where a set Z
of splittings of size jZ j= k obtains a planar graph from G which is the graph obtained
in turn from the instance of 3SAT: I = (U;C) = (fu1; u2; u3g; f(u1 _ u 2 _ u 3); ( u 1 _
u2 _ u 3); ( u 1 _ u 2 _ u3)g). Fig. 12a shows the graph G. Fig. 12b shows the graph
G0 obtained from G by a set of 24  3 splittings dened from the satisfying truth
assignment u1 = u2 = u3 = T . Fig. 12c shows the plane drawing for the graph G00
obtained from G by a set Z of splittings of size jZ j= 24  3 + 5 3.
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Fig. 12. Set of splittings Z of size 243+53 obtained from the satisfying truth assignment u1=u2=u3=T
for the instance of 3SAT: i = (u; c) = (fu1; u2; u3g; f(u1 _ u2 _ u3); ( u1 _ u2 _ u3); ( u1 _ u2 _ u3)g).
Fig. 13. Auxiliary graph for the proof of Corollary 1.
Corollary 1. SN is NP-complete when restricted to cubic graphs.
Proof. We use the strategy of Theorem 1 by modifying locally the graph G in Theorem
1 as follows. Consider the auxiliary graph Cv depicted in Fig. 13a. For each vertex v
of degree 2 in G, we add to G a copy of Cv, such that wv is the vertex of Cv adjacent
to v, as shown in Fig. 13b.
Corollary 2. SN is NP-complete when restricted to graphs not containing a subdivision
of K5 as a subgraph.
Proof. It follows from Corollary 1 because a cubic graph does not have a subdivision
of K5 as a subgraph.
As an application of the NP-completeness of SPLITTING NUMBER, consider another non-
planarity measure of a graph: the size of its maximum planar subgraph, and the decision
problem:
PLANAR SUBGRAPH (PS)
Instance: Graph G = (V (G); E(G)) and an integer 06p6jE(G)j.
Question: Is there a subset E0E(G) with jE0j>p such that G0 = (V (G); E0) is
planar?
Liu and Geldmacher [10] and independently Yannakakis [12] proved that PLANAR
SUBGRAPH is NP-complete, but it was not known until now whether this problem remains
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NP-complete when restricted to cubic graphs. Our nal result shows how to use that
SPLITTING NUMBER FOR CUBIC GRAPHS is NP-complete to prove that PLANAR SUBGRAPH FOR
CUBIC GRAPHS is NP-complete.
Corollary 3. PLANAR SUBGRAPH FOR CUBIC GRAPHS is NP-complete.
Proof. PLANAR SUBGRAPH FOR CUBIC GRAPHS is in NP because PS is in NP. Let G; k be an
instance of SPLITTING NUMBER FOR CUBIC GRAPHS. We may assume k6jE(G)j. Consider the
instance of PLANAR SUBGRAPH FOR CUBIC GRAPHS consisting of G and the integer (jE(G)j−
k). Note that any splitting in a graph of maximum degree 3 yields one or two leaves. In
addition, a crossing in an edge incident to a leaf can always be removed by considering
a dierent drawing in the plane. Thus, if L is the set of the leaves of G, then G has
the same splitting number as G n L.
Assume there exists a set Z of splittings, jZ j6k, obtaining a planar graph H from
G. Dene a subset L of V (H), jLj = jZ j, such that L is obtained from Z by adding
to L one leaf obtained in each splitting of Z . By construction, the graph H n L is
isomorphic to a subgraph of G with jE(H n L)j>jE(G)j − k, i.e., we have the answer
yes to PLANAR SUBGRAPH FOR CUBIC GRAPHS. Now suppose that G has a planar subgraph
G0= (V (G); E0), with jE0j>jE(G)j − k. Consider the subset Z = (E(G) nE0) of E(G).
A planar graph H is obtained from G by splitting, for each edge (u; v) of Z one of
its endpoints, say v, with degree greater than 1, into v1 and v2, such that fug is the
neighborhood of v1. Thus, a set of splittings of size k or less is produced obtaining a
planar graph H from G, as required.
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